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Synthetic Biology
The ability to predict the behavior and design complex biological systems,
Biological systems (i.e., cells) rely on exquisitely complex, high fidelity, self-replicating,
adaptive, and responsive machines that utilize a wide range of starting materials, and
that are refined via evolution.
The challenge is to harness the intrinsic capabilities of biological systems:
to build life like systems to explore the mechanisms that govern biology
to manufacture products that are of benefit to mankind
to cure human disease
to develop computing/ information storage devices
to use them as active materials that sense and respond to their environment
Why is building a synthetic cell a grand challenge for NSF:
• Common research challenges aimed at understanding the physical, chemical and
biological principles that govern life (and building life like systems) will advance
biology, engineering and related fields
• Catalyze the development of tools, techniques and methodologies for assembly,
design and prediction of nanoscale molecular machines and cellular components
• Opportunities for formal and informal science education (think iGEM)
• Need to consider responsible research innovation (ELSI)

Synthetic Biology has come a long way

Tom Knight, Drew Endy, MIT circa 2004
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Why shift focus from building synthetic gene circuits
to building synthetic cells?
Research in the life sciences has fundamentally changed in the last 2 decades,
enabled by advances in other fields.
• Advances in DNA sequencing, synthesis and
assembly
• Reduced costs of DNA sequencing and assembly
• Discovery & development of CRISPR-Cas and other
genome editing tools
• Advances in microfluidics
• Advances in nano-fabrication
• Advances in automation
• Advances in environmental, biological and behavioral
sensor technologies
• Advances in artificial intelligence
• Advances in systems biology/ computation
• Advances in optical and imaging methods
• Advances in single molecule measurement techniques
• Advances in theory

Why Focus on Building a Synthetic Cell?
We have spent decades taking cells
and organisms apart such that we
can describe them at the molecular
level. However, going in the other
direction—from molecule to cell to
organism—is the harder and more
important goal of biology.
The tools of classical biology alone
will not help us put those cells and
organisms back together.

“Isn’t it the hierarchical spatial
organization that turns molecules into
organisms? “
Daniel A. Fletcher, Bottom-Up Biology: Harnessing
Engineering to Understand Nature. Developmental Cell Volume 38, Issue 6, p587–589, 26 September 2016

Building a Synthetic Cell has come a long way

at a cost of $40M

Bottom-up synthetic biology:
modular design for making
artificial platelets
Sagardip Majumder and Allen P Liu
2018 Phys. Biol.

Are all of the components of living
systems essential in a synthetic cell?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compartmentalization
Information maintenance and transmission
Energy uptake/conversion
Raw material uptake/conversion
Growth and Division
Adaptation and Response to Environment
Homeostasis

Design and Engineering of Synthetic Cells and Cell
Components (NSF DESYNC3, 2018)
1 Conference, 12 EAGERs and 3 RAISEs funded in FY2018
A platform for Modular Pseudo-Organelles for Compartmentalization and Control of PseudoCell Processes
Engineering multi-compartmentalised synthetic minimal cells
Enzyme cascades in synthetic membraneless organelles
Membraneless organelles by design: a biomimetic approach
Synthetic Biogenesis of Eukaryotic Cells
Moving information across synthetic membranes via engineered sensors
Bottom-up Synthetic Cells Capable of Darwinism, the Archetypal Trait of Life
A Self-evolving independent ATP battery for Pseudocells
Mimicking Mitochondria: Developing Synthetic Pathways to Power Pseudo-Cell Functions
using Diverse Fuel Resources
Using synthetic energy-harvesting materials at the cell surface to reduce low potential
ferredoxins within the cytosol for metabolic applications
Programmable control of metabolism in synthetic cells using intrinsically disordered proteins
Emergent mechanics of synthetic cells
Programmable Porous Lipid Sponges as Synthetic Cell Factories
Engineering Microbial Differentiation
Membrane-based cell-free systems for scalable production of plant natural products

Some the current activities:

Artificial Cell MURI UCSD/ DoD
NSF STC at UCSF/UC Berkeley SFSU
Center for Cellular Construction

MaxSynBIO (Germany)

Synthetic cell FET Flagship (EU)

Synthetic Cell Ideas Lab ($10M):
Can we design, build and control a synthetic cell? Realizing this grand
challenge will enable us to uncover the molecular and physical organization
of cells and cellular systems that enable robust transmittal of information,
capture and transformation of energy, and adaptation and regulation of
cellular systems that make life possible.
•
•
•

Impacts on basic research, biomanufacturing, materials
Opportunities for formal and informal science education
Need to include ethics, societal impacts; mathematical, computational and
engineering tools; theory from physics; deep knowledge of biology and chemistry

Understanding Rules of Life Solicitations:
Synthetic Cell – An Ideas Lab Activity ($10M)
Preproposals Due: November 30, 2018
Ideas Lab held: February 25, 2019 – March 1, 2019
Full Proposals Due: May 13, 2019

Synthetic Cell is Part of the NSF Big Idea
Understanding the Rules of Life:
Predicting Phenotype

•
•
•
•
•

Address diversity of solutions biological systems use to support life
processes
Convergent approach focused on theory
Rules at all scales: Minimal, Interaction, Complexity
Scale Invariant Rules
Training and infrastructure to ensure capacity
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Understanding the Rules of Life:
Predicting Phenotype
What regulatory network structure
ensures that living systems exhibit
robustness to noise?

What different mechanisms
enable adaptation and
homeostasis in different
environments and at different
time scales?

How do the same basic
biochemical building blocks
generate the vast diversity of life?

Could another set of genetic
polymers be used to sustain
life?
What is the minimal cell?

What are the set of constant mechanisms
and what are the set of variable
mechanisms that comprise the optimal
solution to life’s challenges? What
environments give rise to different solution
sets?
What mechanisms of signaling
are used between cells and
between organisms, and how do
they change as a function of time
and length scales and in different
environments?

The challenge to build a synthetic
cell: “What I cannot create, I do not
understand.” – Richard Feynman
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